Dimensions of Blue Foam Pieces:

Blue Sword Making 101: An Eryndor Tutorial

A (2) = 20” x 0.75”
B (2) = 20” x 1.5”
C = 1.5” Octagon
D = 1.5” Square
E = 4.5” x 1.5”

Supplemental Instructional Handout

MAKING THE BLADE:
Point of View:
Striking Edge of
Blade
Steps: 1 & 2
Instructions:
DAP both pieces of
“A” opposite one
another to the tip of
the PVC (DAP the
slightly wider part
of “A” to the PVC.
This is the flat
surface you’ll use
to build up your
blade.
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Point of View:
Flat of Blade
Steps: 3 & 4
Instructions:
DAP both pieces of “B”
onto the flat striking
surface you made in Step
2. Next, DAP the “D” cap
on top of PVC core. Your
weapon should look like a
long, rectangular box. In
Step 4, lightly wrap duct
tape around the tip to
secure it.
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Point of View: Flat of
Blade
Steps: 5 & 6
Instructions:
DAP the “F” strip from the
bottom of the sword, over
the tip, back down around
the other side. Then, DAP
the “J” strip over the “F”
strip. If the foam isn’t
perfectly lined up on the
bottom, don’t worry, we
can trim the bottom of the
sword a little bit at the end.
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F = 43” x 1.5”
G = 6.75” x 1.5”
H = 2.5” Octagon
J = 44.5” x 1.5”

Point of View: Flat of
Blade
Steps: 7
Instructions:
Take 2 half strips of duct
tape and wrap them over
the tip of the sword back
onto the other side of the
blade. Then, take two
long pieces of duct tape
(one for each side) and
run each one from the
top of the non-striking
surface down to the
bottom.

MAKING THE POMMEL:

E
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Point of View: Side of
Pommel
Steps: 8 & 9
Instructions:
DAP the “E” strip
around the bottom of
the PVC (use a small
piece of duct tape to
hold the meeting
edges of “E” together,
the DAP may not be
strong enough to hold
it by itself until it dries
entirely). Then, DAP
the “C” cap of foam to
the bottom.

Point of View: Side of
Pommel
Steps: 10 & 11
Instructions:
We’re basically
repeating Steps 9 & 10.
Wrap and DAP “G”
around the bottom of the
pommel, then DAP “H”
to the bottom.
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Good job! You’re almost
done. Reinforce the
pommel with some duct
tape wraps, put a cloth
cover on the blade, and
wrap the handle in
hockey tape... lay on!

